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Abstract. Nowadays, in industry, the interoperability of Information Systems 
throughout the product’s life cycle is primordial for a successful Product Life-
cycle Management approach. However, there are still scientific and technologi-
cal locks that prevent the integration of information between enterprise Infor-
mation Systems. Especially, the lack of interoperability between Product Data 
Management systems, Manufacturing Process Management and Enterprise Re-
source Planning to be able to ensure a continuous and bidirectional information 
flow from the design to the manufacturing and the assembling of a product. 
This paper presents firstly a literature review of research works developed to 
define and solve the problems of interoperability in general terms. Then, it ex-
poses most of the recent works on interoperability on the product development 
linking the different Product Lifecycle Management tools. Finally we proposed 
an approach to guarantee the interoperability of Product Data Management, 
Manufacturing Process Management and Enterprise Resource Planning  
systems. 
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1 Introduction 

The PLM strategy can be defined as a solution addressing many components for man-
aging product data (Porter, 1987; Amann, 2002). In industrial companies, PLM has 
become a paradigm for several decades. It is the process of managing all phases of a 
product’s life cycle (design, manufacturing, sale, recycling) which effectively  
provides a method to integrate and share product information from department to  
department within a company, and also externally. It also increases business  
productivity in terms of cost, quality and time (Terzy et al., 2010). 
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To preserve the overall coherence of the company information system, the intero-
perability of Information Systems (IS) must be guaranteed throughout a product’s life 
(Noel and Roucoules, 2010). Among these, we mention PDM software (essential in 
design), that drive virtual product development, also ERP (used in manufacturing) 
which manages real product.  

This paper presents firstly a state of the art of interoperability: definition and levels 
of interoperability. Then, it exposes specific works on interoperability on the product 
development linking the different Product Lifecycle Management tools. Finally it 
concludes on a framework integrating PDM, MPM and ERP. 

2 Definition of Interoperability 

Interoperability still means many things to many people and is often interpreted in 
many different ways with different expectations (Chen and Doumeingts, 2003). So, in 
the literature, we find different definitions of the interoperability. IEEE defined the 
interoperability as “The ability of two or more systems or elements to exchange 
information and to use the information that has been exchanged” (IEEE, 1990). Also, 
projects (ATHENA, 2003) and (INTEROP, 2003) define it as the ability of interaction 
between enterprises (or part of it). So, the enterprise interoperability is achieved if the 
interaction can, at least, take place at the three levels: data, application and business 
process. In summary enterprise interoperability is the ability to (a) communicate and 
exchange information; (b) use the information exchanged; (c) access to functionality 
of a third system (Chen and Doumeingts, 2003). 

Here, interoperability is defined as “The ability of two systems (or more) to 
communicate, cooperate and exchange services and data, thus despite the differences 
in languages, implementations, executive environments and abstraction models” 
(Wegner, 1996). 

2.1 Levels of Interoperability 

According to (EIF, 2004), there are three levels of interoperability: the technical, 
semantic and organizational levels. The technical level ensures the continuity of the 
semantic flow (e.g. technology solutions, standards and tools for the exchange of data 
between IS). The semantic level ensures the sharing of information and service for 
preserving the semantic flow. And the organizational level concerns the business unit, 
process and people interactions across organization borders (Paviot et al., 2011). Most 
articles in the literature tend to satisfy the technical and semantic levels (Paviot et al., 
2011; Assouroko et al., 2010). In fact, organizational barriers are additional barriers. 
Compared with technical barriers (concerned with machine problems) and semantic 
barriers (centered on information problems), organizational barriers originate from the 
problem of humans (Chen, 2009). In this research we will focus on the technical and 
semantic levels. 
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2.2 Semantic Level 

From (ISO, 1999; Kosanke, 2006), there are three manners of achieving semantic 
interoperability: integration (there exists a common format for all models), unification 
(there is a common format but it only exists at meta-level) and federation (it is a more 
recent approach, based on the use of ontologies and Semantic Web standards for au-
tomation in the transfer and mapping of data between heterogeneous applications 
(Assouroko et al., 2010)). 

Most of the works in the literature use unification approaches (Paviot et al., 2011; 
Tursi et al., 2009), because it is more flexible and dynamic than the integration ap-
proach. According to (Paviot et al., 2011; Benaben et al., 2008), the use of the STEP 
standard has the potential to save up to one billion dollars per year by reducing inte-
roperability coasts in the automotive, aerospace and shipbuilding industries. So, the 
STEP standard is a possible way for the product driven interoperability. On the other 
hand, the federation approach requires modifying the ontology according to ontology 
of higher level. As there it may be several top-level ontologies, which implies that the 
ontology which is chosen must be regularly updated and the mappings are built ma-
nually (Hoffman, 2008). However, the federation approach seems to be appropriate 
and interesting for the interoperability of IS of PLM, despite the disappointing  
results on methods and tools for ontology alignment (Pratt, 2005). 

2.3 Technical Level 

According to (Booth et al., 2004), Web services provide a standard means of interope-
rating between different software applications, running on a variety of platforms 
and/or frameworks. The trend, today, of major PLM commercial products becoming 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) (e.g. TeamCenter, Windchill, SAP, etc.) invites 
us to explore this direction to ensure the technical interoperability of IS. 

The mediator architecture is also a promising solution for treat the problems of in-
teroperability (Benaben et al., 2008; Wiederhold, 1992). In fact, the mediator archi-
tecture is more efficient in terms of agility of IS and the total cost of ownership of 
interfaces, compared with a point-to-point architecture (Guyot et al., 2007).  

3 Interoperability in PLM 

This section will study literature concerning the links between the different steps of 
the development of a product. We will focus on the interoperability view of those 
works to understand which level of interoperability is realized and with which 
methods. In the development phase, we distinguish three links that need to be 
analyzed:  
 

• The design/ simulation information flow 
• The design/manufacturing information flow 
• The design/assembling information flow 
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In the same way, the three levels of interoperability see before are used to classify the 
works:  

• Technic level 
• Semantic level 
• Organizational level 

From those criteria of analysis, we can construct a table to classify the works on this 
topic. The result of the analysis is synthetized in table 1. 

Table 1. Synthesis of bibliographical analysis 

 Semantic level Technical level Organizational level 

Design/simulation 
(Nguyen Van,  

2006; Assouroko et al., 
2010; Charles, 2005) 

(Troussier, 1999)  

Design/manufacturing 

(Le Duigou et al., 
2012; Paviot et al., 

2011;  Ou-Yang and 
Chen, 2003 ; Guyot et 

al., 2007) 

(Martin, 2006; 
Paviot et al., 2011 ) 

(Laureillard, 2000) 

Design/assembling 
(Demoly, 2010; Le 
Duigou et al., 2012) 

(Rejneri, 2000) (Demoly, 2010) 

 
A. Design / simulation information flow 

The link between design and simulation is essential to the designers that based their 
technological choices on simulation analysis. Indeed the bidirectional flow of design 
and simulation can decrease the number of modifications between CAD and FEM 
models, decreasing the development time of the validated product model. 

(Nguyen Van, 2006) defines architecture to facilitate the collaboration loops be-
tween design and simulation. He uses standard format to share information between 
those phases, ensuring the semantic flow conservation. 

(Assouroko et al., 2010) proposes an approach for managing interoperability soft-
ware CAD/CAE. To do so, he defines a model based on ontologies. To link the  
different ontologies, he defines a relations management method and tool. 

(Charles, 2005) defines a simulation data management system to ensure the seman-
tic flow between software. His model is based on STEP format. 

(Troussier, 1999) uses the information contain in the calculation notes to determine 
the dependencies between the design and the simulation data. Her tool is based on a 
database that links the attributes of each simulation models to allow the designer to 
take into account the simulation data in his design model.  
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B. Design/manufacturing information flow 

The design/manufacturing link from the CAD to the CNC allows an optimized design 
for manufacturing. Moreover the interoperability between design and manufacturing 
allows propagating the information, avoiding costly backtracking. 

(Ou-Yang and Chen, 2003) develops a high-level PDM/MRP integration 
framework. (Martin, 2006) proposes a Visual Basic tool to develop a mediator for the 
useful API in the link between design and casting. 

(Guyot et al., 2007) or (Paviot et al., 2008) are interested in the problems of intero-
perability of CAD/PDM systems. Similarly (Paviot et al. 2011) proposes an unified 
approach for the interoperability of PDM/ERP systems.  With the notion of mediator 
linking ontologies, he discusses the technical level. However, beyond the technical 
process, based on a model based on "semantic tags", he develops the semantic level of 
interoperability. 

(Le Duigou al., 2012) deals with interoperability between design and manufactur-
ing by defining a generic data model. He first uses a unified approach to model busi-
ness specific models then he proposes a generic model integrating the specific models 
ensuring the semantic flow. 

(Laureillard, 2000) deals with the link between design and manufacturing at organ-
ization level: "integration appears in the effective action of design through the combi-
nation of several factors, including the tool but also the organization or knowledge." 
The reconciliation between the different business actors promotes the exchange of 
information to increase knowledge for the conception of new systems. 

 
C. Design/assembling information flow 

The link between design and assembling essentially helps the designers in its ap-
proach of technical choices. 

(Rejneri, 2000) develops an "offer of professional tools for designers of mechanical 
systems and are particularly interested in the assembly business." The tools developed 
are then able to help the designer in his choice allowing him to see a semi-automatic 
scenarios assembly and disassembly of the system. Through this tool it addresses the 
technical level of interoperability. 

(Demoly, 2010) defines an assembly model Multi-Views Oriented (MUVOA) 
which aims to ensure the link between design and assembly. Semantic flow is thus 
ensured through the involvement of business actors, treating the problems of 
organizations. 

Therefore, research to be explored in the short and medium term relate to the 
transition to a strategy and an essential component of PLM, which is the 
Manufacturing Process Management (MPM), which eliminates this challenge by 
integrating information on a single system. In fact, According to the Frost and 
Sullivan research firm (Keith Robinson, 2002), “Manufacturing Process Management 
(MPM) software is its own unique category and provides links between upstream 
PLM software, such as computer-aided design (CAD) and Product Data Management 
(PDM), and downstream applications, such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)”. 
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In addition, the MPM responds to several challenges faced by business-critical 
today, including the need to shorten the time-volume, optimize production execution, 
ensure integration of information, allowing engineers, designers, and corporate staff 
to work interactively, etc. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper has presented technical and semantic barriers of interoperability, and the 
different approaches to solve the semantic level (integration, unification and 
federation). In addition, we presented our framework which focuses on 
interoperability between PDM-MPM-ERP systems. 

In this article, we have not discussed how the different axes will be defined and 
specified, as well as technologies that will be used to implement them. This will be 
done in detail in the next stages of our work. However, due to our state of the art, very 
interesting and promising approaches such as Web technologies and ontologies 
approach of data exchange and interoperability software have been identified. They 
will certainly technology watches, see potential solutions to explore and use in the 
implementation of our approach. 
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